Looking for your next read?

Find it on NovelList

KCLIBRARY.ORG/NOVELIST

Library card required to access online.
USE NOVELIST TO DISCOVER READ-ALIKE TITLES OR AUTHORS!

1. Go to kclibrary.org/novelist, type in a book title, series, or author you enjoyed and hit search.

   ![Keyword](J.R.R. Tolkien)

2. In the list of results, click on the title or author’s name.

   ![The Fellowship of the Ring](by J.R.R Tolkien)

3. On the feature page, find read-alike titles in the right sidebar.

   ![The Fellowship of the Ring](by J.R.R Tolkien) ➔ ![A Game of Thrones](

OTHER DISCOVERY TOOLS

Check out hundreds of book lists and recommendations from librarians, publishers, and booksellers.

Try Novelist’s Appeal Mixer to choose specific terms for your book recommendation. Gritty and Fast-Paced? Sassy and Lyrical? It’s all there.

MORE NOVELIST FEATURES

- Genre information and newsletters
- Recommendations for kids
- Resources for teachers
- Links to library catalog and Goodreads
- Book group discussion guides
- Award lists and information

Ask a librarian how to use these great resources, or explore for yourself by logging in to Novelist with your library card.

KCLIBRARY.ORG/NOVELIST